FYI Spotlighted as GKIC’s Example of the Month

January 2017

Those of you who have been reading FY I for quite some time know that I am a
member of GKIC, a community of entrepreneurs and small business owners that
provides business and marketing ideas, solutions, products and support that help
us grow our businesses. At last count, I believe there
are over 25,000 members worldwide.

A Great New Year Edition

A Monthly Newsletter to Inform and Entertain Our Clients

GKIC holds annual meetings, publishes numerous
monthly newsletters and CD’s, and other information
that provides great tools and ideas to the members.
Included in that pile of great stuff is a monthly report
entitled, GK IC’s S&D (Swipe & Deploy) Example of
the Month, which highlights ideas and concepts that
entrepreneurs should use in their businesses.
The November issue, going out to all 25,000+ members, focused on newsletters and the correct way to
produce and use them to increase sales and client retention. The report included
examples of newsletters that are used by GKIC members across a range of industries and tips on how to make one’s newsletter more effective.
On the front page (shown here), is a picture of the cover page of Revco’s October
issue of FY I, complete with yours truly in my Oktoberfest Lederhosen outfit.
GKIC also included a few of my quotes later on in the report.

My thanks go out to GKIC for recognizing FY I as a great example of a company
newsletter and showing it in one of their publications. Now, not only do my clients
get to see me humiliate myself by dressing up in wacky costumes, but 25,000 other
people around the world get to do the same.
If you own a small business on the side or are thinking of starting one, you might
want to consider GKIC as a great resource that can help your business really take
off. GKIC offers a free trial membership that also includes a bunch of helpful resource material. Feel free to call me so I can tell you more about joining GKIC.
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Von Stein Holiday Recap

even stay up to ring in the new year!

During the quiet week between Christmas
I hope your holidays were absolutely wonand New Year’s Day, I had the opportunity
derful. I want to extend to you my wishes
to read some new material, work on new
for a healthy and successful 2017.
business ideas, put the final touches on a
new Master Mind Group that I and a few
My Christmas was great. Our home was
full of life. My sons were home for several of my fellow GKIC Peak Performers members are starting, and meet with a new
days and we had the grandparents at the
manufacturer to discuss a new product
house for Christmas Eve and Christmas.
line.
For whatever reason, this holiday season
A new year with new things. First, you’ll
seemed more relaxed and enjoyable than
usual. Perhaps a little less hectic although notice a few changes to FYI and you’ll
for Linda, she was running full out in prep- hear more about new product in the comaration for holiday meals, gifts and every- ing weeks and months. I’ve actually included information about the product referthing else. She did an amazing job.
enced above right here in this issue.
Our New Year’s Eve celebration was, well,
pretty tame. Linda and I went out early to I am looking forward to a great 2017. I
one of our favorite little restaurants here in feel good things will be happening! All
the best to you and your family.
town then home for a quiet evening. In
fact, we were in bed by 10:00. We didn’t

Something to Think About…
What could be cooler than cutting ordinary objects using a 60,000 PSI Waterjet? Ya’
know...things like bowling balls, cameras, pumpkins, rocks. Well, there is a whole
YouTube Channel devoted to it; The Waterjet Channel. A MUST SEE! Go to...

revco-inc.com/videos

January Sudoku (Hard)

1. Commit - One reason
we don’t achieve our goals
is lack of commitment.
Research shows one way
to increase commitment is
to use a psychological technique called
mental contrasting. To do this, you fantasize about a positive vision of what you
want to achieve. Then you think about
the negative aspects of your reality. With
both in mind, you create a reality check
comparing your fantasy to reality.

Beau’s World

As the official spokes-dog for
Revco I want to remind you that
you should call my dad today to
get your Basorfil New Y ear’s
Deal (see this month’s insert).
He told me it includes a FREE design package, a $500 credit for your first order and a
gift basket of gourmet cookies, just to make it
fun. That was my idea because I love cookies!

then look for the FY I “Something to Think About…” Videos

Client Corner

Monthly Quote

What better way to start the new year
than by recognizing two new clients?
My thanks go to Len Sousa at the University of Connecticut for his recent
order for two Great Lakes ES Series
Enclosures. Len came to UConn this
past fall and is the new Data Center
Manager. Thank you for your order,
Len, and congratulations on your new
position at my Alma Mater.
I also want to thank Tony Meola of
Belway Electric. Tony is working under
contract at the UBS Data Center in CT
and recently ordered 6 Zonit Micro
ATS’s to provide redundant power to a
few of UBS’s single power supply devices. Thank you, Tony, and welcome
to the Revco family.
control-consoles.com

“The greater danger for most of us isn’t
that our aim is too high and we miss it,
but that it is too low and we reach it.”
- Michelangelo
Do You Know Anyone Who Could
Benefit From World-Class IT Products
and Knowledgeable and Dependable
Advice, Support and Service?
Many of our clients are referred to us by
folks just like you. So, I want to send you
a selection of Gourmet Cookies when you
refer a friend or colleague to Revco.
Share them with your office or lock ‘em
up in your drawer. It’s up to you. You can
also earn a dinner for 2 at your choice of
any restaurant you want! Get the details at
revco-inc.com/referral.

800-500-1346
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6 Tips to Achieve Anything

Did You Know...?
 People with written goals are 50% more
likely to achieve them than people without
written goals.
 Two thirds of senior managers can’t name
their firms top priorities.

Do You Have Willpower?
In what became one of the most cited
papers in social science literature,
Roy F. Baumeister discovered that
willpower actually operates like a
muscle: it can be strengthened with
practice and fatigued by overuse.
Willpower is fueled by glucose, and it
can be bolstered simply by replenishing the brain's store of fuel.
zlockcords.com

2. Just Start -The Zeigarnik effect has
shown that when people start something,
they are more inclined to finish it.
This teaches us that one weapon for beating procrastination is to just start somewhere —anywhere. Start with something
easy, and once you are underway, the rest
will tend to follow.
3. Visualize the process, not the outcome - Things hardly ever go smoothly.
By visualizing the process to reach your
goal, you focus your attention on the
steps you need to take which cuts down
on anxiety.
4. Set long-term goals - Short term goals
are more vulnerable to fall off. That’s
because if you miss the target or fall off,
you are more likely to reason that the
target is now gone so you might as well
give up. For example, if you are on a diet
and you eat too many calories one weekend, you think you’ve failed and begin to
eat too much of all the wrong food.
5. Avoid procrastination - When goals
are difficult, procrastination can creep up
on you. The key is to focus on the details
instead of the goal and set self-imposed
deadlines for those details.
6. Shift your focus - Once you’ve moved
past the difficult part of your journey and
are nearing the finish line or when the
tasks are easy, switch your focus from the
task at hand to focusing on your ultimate
goal instead.
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